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Winter of the Notch

The T-6 notchback, fresh out of the barn.
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inters have a way of working well with my schedule.
We sell cars normally from about March until around
Thanksgiving, after realizing years ago that sales plummet during the winter. Between the holidays and people retreating
into their own shells, time has taught us that if you plan to sell
Porsches in winter, plan to sell them at wholesale pricing. In fact,
if you look closely at cars sold in winter you can very often find
the same cars sold again in spring by dealers, meaning they paid
wholesale in winter to get retail in spring.
To avoid this, we stopped selling during the cold months. As a
result, we work on long-term projects, the real big jobs requiring
months of work. This means unspooling lots of welding wire and
sipping coffee by the woodstove at Unobtanium!
But winter is also a time when I get lots of calls for people wanting to sell cars. If you look through my past columns you will notice
a pattern of lots of road trips in the winter. This works out well
because winter is when I have the most time to do this kind of
traveling, and sometimes it provides a way to escape the cold winter
in New York for warmer climates, like last year when I headed to
South Carolina in the dead of winter.
With COVID-19 still raging, I haven’t been taking any marathon trips this winter—just short jaunts to grab cars and head back
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home fast. I have a whole routine where I barely ever get out of my
truck and I bring my own food, thereby having little or no contact
with people.
This year so far has been showing a pattern, and a cool one:
notchbacks. This winter I have picked up back-to-back notchbacks,
one a T-5 and one the super-rare T-6. Of course, super rare doesn’t
always mean super valuable; things can be rare for a variety of
reasons. The rareness of the notchback is due more to slow sales
when new than to the Factory keeping them exclusive and lowproduction.
I remember the late Chuck Stoddard told a funny story at a Registry Holiday a few years back about the notchback. Back in 1960 he
needed more cars, so he called PCNA in New Jersey and asked what
they could send him. The sales guy at PCNA said he had four 356s
he would have on a truck ASAP, so Chuck was very excited, but then
he learned all four cars were Karmann hardtops, a.k.a. notchbacks.
Chuck replied that he still had one of those left over from his last
order. He couldn’t sell it and didn’t need four more. The Porsche
salesman grumbled something to the effect that he wished they
would fall off the boat on the ride over, as nobody wanted them.
So, while rare, the notchback was not loved when it was new. But
over the years they have developed a bit of a cult following, with

Deep barn sleep.

Hard not to smile at the beach.

people really seeking out notches. Given that many of them were
cut into cabriolets over the years, and many probably got scrapped
like a lot of 356s did, an original notchback is even more rare and is
now somewhat sought-after.
The two notches in this story came from Massachusetts and
Delaware and were found in barns. I know the term “barn find” has
been applied to almost anything these days, but these two actually
came out of barns!
I found the T-6 first. I had been talking to the owner for almost
a year about selling it. He had bought the car in California about
15–20 years ago, drove it around an airport, and shipped it home.
He had almost all the metal work done and pulled the motor, but
that’s where he stopped and that’s how I found the car. The engine
was a converted industrial motor that ran when it was pulled.
We negotiated on the car and I ended up not taking the motor.
The owner and I agreed he could probably sell it for more on the
open market, while I had a period-correct motor back at the shop
for it. This way everyone came out ahead.
Once I got it home, I really got a good look at it and the metal
work was really well done, so this should make someone a really
good car. With production of the T-6 notch being only around 700
cars it is one of the rarest 356 models, so that is something to hang
your hat on.
The T-5 was found down in Delaware, right by the ocean. I
thought I’d head down a day early and hang out on the beach! Well,
I did make it to the beach, but it was 40 degrees and raining so it
was a quick, cold, and wet stroll, just enough time to get some sand
and shells for the kids.

I went to get the car the next day. I had pre-negotiated the deal
for the car and all the extra parts in the barn. I was dealing with the
daughter of the owner, who was able to show me pictures of things
but didn’t know a lot of what was there. I did spot some good stuff
and I think we made a fair deal for everyone. There were two or
three engines, and some early 356 doors; about a pickup truck load
of stuff, at least from what I could see in the pictures.
I headed over to the place and the car was wanting to see daylight
out the barn door. It ended up being a Factory black and matching-numbers T-5 notchback (as confirmed by the Kardex, and by the
original paint on the dash), so it was a pretty special car. It did have
some rust, but there were no surprises. It looked as good in person as
it did in pictures, which is always a plus; many times this is not the
case, especially when you find out that the pictures themselves are 20
years old!
The parts had both good and bad surprises. The two or three
engines turned out to be one 356 motor with a hole in the top and
two VW motors. That was a bummer. In fact, about 30 to 40 percent of the parts were VW or MG, two marques for which I don’t
need parts. But there were some gems in the stash that balanced out
the disappointments. In the end it was a really cool car and a decent
pile of parts, and I got to go to the beach!
Now that both cars are safe back at Unobtanium Headquarters, I’ve
decided to call this the Winter of the Notch. I’ve found notchbacks
over the years and, while they are rare, they aren’t crazy rare. But I’ve
never found two back-to-back like this, so that is a new experience. As
the years go on, I look forward to new things happening just to keep
things interesting. It’s now back to welding, and more welding.

Another 356 that wants to see the light once again—and it does, with a little assistance.
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